CRP Panel Heater with Glass Face

CRP 12" × 12" Modular Glass Face Panels Standard Ratings

Design Features

✴ Dark red face glass is standard. Glass provides for ease of cleaning.
✴ Low profile 20 gauge aluminized steel or stainless steel housing
✴ Standard stocked voltage: 120, 220-240V or 480V as noted; other voltages are available.
✴ Low noise type K thermocouple mounted internally in center heater. Optional type J thermocouple is also available.
✴ Watt density range: from 11w/in² to 35w/in²
✴ Standard operating temp range: 750°F to 1300°F
✴ Best when used at radiation distances of 4-10" from application.
✴ Performance is unaffected by vibration or adverse atmospheric conditions.
✴ 3 to 6μm infrared radiation wavelength.
✴ Optional clear face glass is available. If required, please specify when ordering.
✴ Made to order.

Three CRL E-Mitter heaters behind an emitting dark red glass face

Optional Bayonet T/C Probe, 3/16" Diameter, Type K or J
NEMA 1 Terminal Box Centered on Back
Optional 1/2" Trade Size knockouts for Line Wiring Sides or Back
Hi-Temp Insulation Blanket in Wiring Compartment
Easily Replaceable Heaters Prewired To Ceramic Terminal Blocks and Bussed Internally 1 Phase or 3 Phase
1/4"-20 X 1" Mounting Studs 11" Sq. Pattern Centered On Unit
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